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Simulations of retirement benefits for various types of workers illustrate
that the greatest risk of retirement income loss comes when workers spend
preretirement lump-sum distributions rather than save them for
retirement.

z

Pension Portability and What It Can Do for Retirement Income:
A Simulation Approach

Portability of pension benefits---the ability to maintain pension benefits upon a change in
employment--is an issue of growing concern among policymakers. Some are concerned
that with insufficient portability, the future retirement income of today's workers will
suffer. Others view the issue in the context of the competitiveness of U.S. firms, arguing that
portability facilitates the mobility of the U.S. work force and may permit easier adjustments
in the labor market.

Two basic models of portability are most often discussed: (1) the establishment of a federal
portability agency or a central clearinghouse, which would receive contributions and
rollovers of account balances on behalf of workers; and (2) and an expansion of existing
retirement arrangements to facilitate or mandate rollovers of preretirement distributions to
an individual retirement account or other employer plan. Each of these options has
advantages and disadvantages.

A simulation model using four employees and assigning different age, job, and pension
plan factors was used to construct examples of the economic consequences of pension
portability. For defined benefit plans, the simulation indicated that a cash out of benefits and
their reinvestment by the former participant at an interest rate of one percentage point
higher than that of the plan would not significantly increase eventual pension benefits.
Individuals whose investments yielded less than that of the plan could experience sizable
reductions in eventual benefits, while those whose investments substantially outperformed
the market would, of course, reap substantial gains.

In each simulation, the total future cash value of retirement benefits under the defined
contribution plan is significantly higher than the value under the defined benefit plan if the
cash outs are invested at a higher rate of return relative to the market; if the cash outs are
invested at a rate significantly lower than the market rate, the benefits are significantly
lower. In other words, investment risks are greater for workers cashing out defined
contribution plans than for those with defined benefit plans. The simulations also show that
the benefits of workers who spend all their preretirement distributions could drop by as
much as 37 percent for defined benefit plans, and 72 percent for those with defined
contribution plans.
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• Introduction male professional in the financial sector. In each case,
two plans are considered for each type of worker: (1) a

Pension portability has gained new attention due to typical defined benefit plan--i.e., a plan that
concerns about a changing work force and a perceived promises the employee a specific benefit at retirement;
need by policymakers for greater work force and (2) a defined contribution plan--i.e., a plan that
flexibility. It has become an issue in discussions about promises the employee that the employer will make a
competitiveness, retirement income adequacy, and long- specified contribution to the plan. In the simulations,
term care. the benefits that are received by a worker holding four

different jobs are of equal value whether they are held
in four defined benefit plans or four definedThis Issue Br/ef provides a new look at pension

portability through the findings of two models that contribution plans.
simulate the effect of preretirement distributions for
four different workers under two different types of
plans_a defined benefit and a defined contribution • • •
plan. To place these simulations in perspective, the
concept ofportabilityisexplained. In short, the If all employees spent their entire careers
portability concept in recent policy discussions working for only one employer, portability
involves employees' abilities to take the cash value would not be an issue.
with them when changing jobs, if they were vested in a
pension plan. More technically, it involves the
definition of vesting, the crediting of service under the • • •
plan and between plans, and the maintenance of the

dollar value of the benefit upon job change. The models simulate different circumstances of worker

behavior. Two career paths are considered: one in
The importance of enhanced portability also depends which the worker is employed on one job between ages
upon the extent of portability already provided by the 25 and 65; and the other, probabty more common, where
retirement system. This Issue Br/ef reiterates the four jobs are held. For the job changers, the funds
degree to which we have substantial portability of accrued by each employee may remain in the plan,
benefits already--through Social Security, large may be invested outside the plan, or may be spent for
employer plans, and multiemployer plans. It also current consumption and not saved until retirement.
demonstrates the extent to which portability is The results of these simulations are discussed in the

limited--i.e., many plans do not allow employees to context of current policy proposals. 1
take distributions upon leaving a job and when they do,
the individual is not required to deposit the money in a
new retirement plan. • What Is Portability?

Recent portability proposals are discussed. These Portability involves the transfer of pension
range from a federal portability agency, or benefits--i.e., their cash value---from one retirement
clearinghouse concept, to proposals that involve arrangement to another. In general, the concern about
greater individual choice. An outline of current portability focuses on the possibility that (1)
concepts for enhanced portability sets the stage for the employees may not retain complete pension
simulations of benefit gains and losses in the dollar entitlement when changing jobs and (2) that pension
value of pension benefits for different workers under plan distributions may not be saved for retirement. If
different scenarios. Four cases representative of many all employees spent their entire careers working for
workers in the economy are examined. The first case is only one employer, portability would not be an issue. If
that of a female clerical worker employed in the
service sector; the second, a female professional in

retail trade. The third case is that of a male ] For earlier discussion of this topic, see EBRIIssue
production worker in manufacturing and the fourth, a Br/ef, July 1986; Andrews, 1985.
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pensions were only paid through Social Security or job change. For instance, even if the employee has not
some other nationwide plan, portability would not be met the vesting standard, years of participation would
an issue since all jobs would be covered by the same be carried over into the next employer's plan and
plan. In our society, most employees change jobs during would count toward the employee's pension on the next
their careers, and many employers supplement their job. Multiemployer pension plans areoften used to
employees' Social Security benefits through employer- illustrate service portability. In this case, employees
sponsored plans, may change jobs among a number of participating
_ _ employers and continue to credit their service to their

pension (EmployeeBenefit Notes, February 1987,
O • O October 1986, and March 1986). Within defined

benefit plans, when credited service is not portable
Employees who leave company plans across employers, vested benefits are frozen when
without meeting vesting standards forfeit all employees change jobs before retirement. Furthermore,

nonvested years of participation yield no future
benefits that would have been earned had benefits atall.
they stayed on the job.

The third component, portability of current values
O 4_ O (i.e., cash distributions), is most closely connected to

distributions from defined contribution plans, but it
may apply to certaindefined benefit plans as well.

To understand portability issues, it is useful to Currentvalues refer to the cash value of vested
categorize the components of portability as outlined by benefits. They are portable when transferred directly
Meier and Basset (1981). Their three components of to the employee leaving the sponsoring company or
portability are: (1) portability of benefits, (2) transferred directly to another retirement
portability of credited service, and (3) portability of arrangement. The first situation is by far the most
current values (cash distributions) ...........

Portability of benefits refers primarily to vesting, or
benefits that are earned by an employee based on plan If preretirement cash outs are invested, the
participation, age, orboth. Employees who leave funds will continue to earn a market return

company plans without meeting vesting standards until retirement, which, on average, wouldforfeit all benefits that would have been earned had
they stayed on the job. Employees changing jobs after be roughly equivalent to what the employee
meeting vesfing standards of the plan are entitled to would have received from the plan at
unforfeitable pension rights. The 1986Tax Reform Act retirement.
radically changed vesting standards for employees
covered by single-employer, private-sector, defined __ @
benefit plans. Such changes, effective in plan years ......

beginning after December 31,1988, essentially will common. Most defined contribution and many defined
reduce the earlier Employee Retirement Income benefit plans distribute vested benefits in the form of a
Security Act's 10-year vesting standard to a 5-year cash lump-sum distribution, or "cash out," upon job
vesting provision. Five-year vesting will affectboth change and at retirement. If prerefirement cash outs
defined benefit and defined contribution plans, are invested, the funds will continue to earn a market
although defined contribution plans are more likely to return until retirement, which, on average, would be
have shorter vesting schedules (EBRI Issue Brief, roughly equivalent to what the employee would have
March 1987). received from the plan at retirement. The potential

loss incurred from portability of current cash values
The second type of portability is that of credited occurs if the lump-sum distribution from the plan is
service. When credited service is portable, years of used for current consumption rather than saved for
service credited to one plan are maintained even upon retirement (Atkins, 1985;Andrews, 1985).
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Current Extent of Portability Large companies also provide employees opportunities
for pension portability upon job change and career

The retirement income system now provides a advancement within subsidiaries of the company, or
significant amount of portability. Social Security is within the company itself (between divisions) without
our most portable pension. Since its inception in 1935, a loss of credited service or benefit accrual. Employees
coverage under Social Security has expanded to who spend a career with one of the country's largest
virtually all workers in the economy. Nearly 112 employers may have more career flexibility in terms of
million wage and salary workers and 9.3 million self- job change than others who lose pension benefits after
employed individuals contributed to the system in making the same number of career moves from one
1984. (U.S. Health and Human Services, 1986). While smaller employer to another. In 1982, there were 68

entitlement to a vested benefit requires 40 quarters for single-employer plans with 50,000 or more active
most younger workers--a longer vesting standard than participants each, representing 19 percent of all active
now required of employer-sponsored plans after tax participants (Ippolito and Kolodrubetz, 1986).
reform--the nearly complete portability of credited Another 585 plans had between 1,000 and 50,000
service under Social Security ensures that most workers participants each, accounting for another 21 percent of
with any substantial job history will receive a benefit all active participants. Together, accounting for 40

percent of the single-employer universe, these large
at retirement, plans provide considerable portability of benefits to

employees changing jobs within the company.

The Railroad Retirement System can be considered a

Social Security is our most portable pension, government-administered multiemployer plan. Itconveys portable pension benefits to railroad workers
Since its inception in 1935, coverage under no matter who their employer is. Although railroad
Social Security has expanded to virtually all employment has been shrinking, about 386,000

workers in the economy, employees participated in 1984. Many other
employees achieve benefit portability through
traditionally defined multiemployer plans. In 1982,
2,800 multiemployer pension plans covered 6.9 million
active participants. The 22 largest plans, each with

The second most portable plan covers federal over 50,000 participants, covered almost one-third of
government employees. The Civil Service Retirement all participants. Today, nearly half of all
System remains the largest industry-wide plan in the multiemployer funds are party to some form of
country. All federal workers can change jobs and reciprocity agreement. They are most common,
agencies anywhere within the system while retaining however, in the building and construction-trades
their accrued benefits. The addition of the new industry, due to the very mobile work force (Employee

Federal Employees' Retirement System for employees Benefit Notes, February 1987).
hired after December 31,1983, extends the portability
of the system. First of all, these federal employees are And, of course, most defined contribution plans provide
covered under Social Security. Also, the new thrift portability of current values through cash distri-
savings plan, similar to a private-sector 401(k) plan, butions. Atkins (1986) found that 81 percent of single-
allows those leaving federal service to maintain a new employer, primary defined contribution plans permit
degree of portability of current values for that part of full cash outs upon termination of employment. He
their pension coming from the thrift plan. But federal also indicated that 39 percent of single-employer,
employees vested in the basic defined benefit plan primary defined benefit plans, and 8.3 percent of
forfeit the employer contribution if they take a lump- multiemployer plans offer some type of lump-sum
sum distribution upon separation of service. And all distribution. Small lump-sum distributions are likely
benefits are lost if these distributions are not saved to be more prevalent among defined benefit plans as
until retirement, well. The 1984 Retirement Equity Act allows
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employers to cash out benefit accruals valued at less benefits, would make the full portability of service
than $3,500, an increase from the prior $1,750 level, credits even more complicated to achieve.
Such distributions are likely to become more common in

the near future as employees change jobs subsequent to Of course, legislation to mandate service-credit
the change to five-year vesting. Atkins (1986) found portability could require employers to establish
that a large portion of these funds are consumed and exactly the same pension plan. But, complicated
not transferred to another retirement arrangement, grandfather provisions would be needed for current
thus effectively turning "portability" into "severance vested employees. In that case, a new two-plan system
payments." would replace each pension plan established prior to

the enactment of service-credit portability. A uniform

Policy Interest and Policy Proposals pension system could lead to other changes in
employers' compensation policies. Employers now

Current policy interest focuses on portability of current sponsor different types of plans because of different
cash values rather than on portability of credited business needs and worker preferences. And, these
service. Although there are a limited number of plans are designed to fit into a total benefits package.
portability networks of unrelated employers, 2 no Consequently, instituting uniformity in the place of
growth appears to have taken place in this type of diversity would lead to unanticipated responses,
arrangement since the 1960s. including the termination of some pension plans.

Across-the-board portability of credited service upon The recent lessons of the Bell System may discourage
job change would be difficult to achieve. Consider any thought of extending portability of credited
trying to transfer credited service for vested benefits service in the voluntary, employer-sponsored pension
from one defined benefit plan to another. At first system (Employee Benefit Notes, March 1986). The 11
glance, it appears easy to roll over the cash value of companies of the former Bell System started with the
accrued vested benefits from one defined benefit plan to most favorable conditions for service-credit
another. The value of benefits based on the first portability. Many had previously participated in the

employer's plan, however, would not necessarily equal Bell System pension plans with common plan
the benefit the employee would have been entitled to provisions K_cognizing service within the Bell System.
working under the second employer's plan. Benefit Nonetheless, it took nearly one year for the 11
formulas for different plans differ considerably. If the companies to resolve most of the major issues concerning
first plan had a more generous benefit formula, the crediting of service eligibility to other benefit plans
cash out provided to the second plan would represent a and asset transfer procedures. Furthermore, a number
windfall. If the first plan provided less generous of issues surfaced, including the costs of retiree medical
benefits, the cash out would be insufficient to cover the coverage and postretirement pension increases, that

second plan's costs. As a consequence, the second would be even more troublesome on a larger scale.
employer might be unwilling to go ahead with the new
hire without an additional contribution from the Consequently, current policy proposals to broaden

employee, portability look to extending the portability of current
cash values for both defined benefit and defined

Service-credit portability would probably involve contribution plans. One consideration in the current
more than two employers per worker. Consequently, policy debate is the recognition that few employees
complicated rules would be needed to deal with each work for only one employer during their careers.
job change. Crediting nonvested service would be even According to Hall (1982), most workers hold 10 to 11
more difficult. Furthermore, other employee benefits, jobs over a lifetime. By age 24, the average worker
such as disability pensions and retiree health care will have held 4 jobs out of an eventual 10. The next 15

years will contribute another 4 jobs. Few additional
jobs will be held between age 40 and retirement. With

2 The best known is the Teachers Insurance and Annuity five-year vesting, portability is now more likely to
Association and the related College Retirement affect workers during their prime working years, ages
Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF). 25 to 64.
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Policy interest in the use of lump-sum distributions concepts to ensure that preretirement distributions are
received before retirement age has increased within an maintained for retirement. The first concept is thatof
environment in which workers are likely to acquire a a federal portability agency; the second concept would
series of vested benefits. According to information from require that preretirement cash distributions be saved
the 1983EBRI/HHS CPS pension supplement, 77 in existing (or enhanced) market instruments--that is,
percent of those receiving less than a $5,000 transferred or "rolled over" to another retirement
preretirement distribution spent at least some partof arrangement.
their cash out rather than saving it (Andrews, 1985).
While the proportion of distributions saved increases Federal Portability Agency
with the size of the distribution, immediate
consumption is a prevalent use of distributions between The first concept, that of a federal portability agency,
$5,000 and $10,000. More than 40 percent of those was first raised in January,1965by the President's
receiving distributions between $10,000 and $20,000 Commission on Corporate Pension Funds, which
used at least some of the distribution forconsumption suggested that furtherstudy should be given to an
purposes, arrangement to provide portability of pension credits

with voluntary employer participation. For this
purpose, they suggested that some type of central

•_ _1_ • clearinghouse might be developed by private or public
action. Social Security might provide the
recordkeeping. Some type of a clearinghouse continued

Policy interest in the use of lump-sum to be mentioned in the discussions leading up to the
distributions received before retirement age passage of ERISA. In 1973, the Senate considered
has increased within an environment in pension legislation that would have established
which workers are likely to acquire a series within the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation a
of vested benefits, voluntary pension ber_efitportability fund in which

lump-sum distributions could have been deposited. The

_1_ • • legislation was not enacted.

The clearinghouse concept was takenup by the 1981
President's Commission on Pension Policy as a part of

Through the passage of the 1986Tax Reform Act, its mandatory minimum universal pension system
pension recipiency is anticipated to increase proposal. Once again, the portability clearinghouse
substantially by the time the baby boom retires. EBRI would have been located within the Social Security
simulations have indicated that total pension Administration, which would transfer funds to a
recipiency for married, retired men in the baby boom central portability fund established to invest these
generation may increase from 69 to 74 percent after tax assets in the private-sector economy. The fund would
reform (EBRI Issue Brief, March 1987). Pension have been administered by an independent board of
recipiency among married, baby boom women is trustees appointed by the president.
expected to increase from 43 percent before tax reform
was enacted to 56 percent after enactment. These The most recent support for a portability clearinghouse
simulated increases stem from the effects of 5-year is found in Choate and Linger (1987),and calls for the
vesting and the 10 percent penalty taxon lump-sum creation of a portability fund that could be
distributions. The simulations do not provide that all, administered by the Pension BenefitGuaranty
or even most, preretirement distributions are saved for Corporation, the U.S.Treasury Department, or the
retirement. Social Security Administration. Matching tax-

deferred contributions, which would be immediately
These circumstances, combined with a current policy vested, could be made by workers and employers. Job
interest in ensuring that public policy does not hinder changers could deposit preretirement distributions to
work place flexibility and competitiveness, have led the fund or have the distribution transferred to a new
to the development of two different portability employer's pension plan. This plan has interested
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many in the policy community who would like to outs only apply to defined contribution plans.
encourage both labor force mobility and pension Individuals would then be required to roll the
protection, distribution over into an individual retirement account

(IRA) or other employer's plan until a specified age.
Or, employers could be made responsible for direct
transfers to the new retirement arrangement. This

-_ _ method would facilitate compliance as the funds
would never be disbursed to the departing employee. It

The advantages of a federal portability has also been proposed that defined contribution plans
agency include a centralized administration be required to accept pension rollovers from new

with potentially low administrative costs. A employees' previous employers. Independent

potential disadvantage is the expense of arrangements, similar to IRAs, could also be used. In
sum, there are many possible approaches to this

establishing a new agency, option.

-_ -_ • Other requirements designed to encourage retirement
..... savings, such as restrictions on the form of the

postretirement (or post-59 1/2) payment, have also
The advantages of a federal portability agency been advocated. For instance, distributions in a stream
include centralized administration with potentially of payments tied to life expectancy could be required
low administrative costs. A potential disadvantage is unless funds are needed for expenses such as nursing
the expense of establishing the new agency. Some home care or long-term care insurance.
have suggested that the Social Security
Administration could be expanded in lieu of creating a Related provisions could be added that would allow
new federal government entity. That option has raised all employers to use simplified employee pensions
other concerns, however, about whether Social (SEPs), regardless of firm size, if they did not already
Security could take on that additional burden, provide pensions. SEPs are now limited to small
especially in light of current management and employers. This approach could also be combined with
administrative problems that have been raised by some type of mandatory pension provision such as the
Congress. Furthermore, staff reductions are currently proposal put forward by the 1981 President's
planned for that agency by the administration. Commission on Pension Policy.

Concerns have also been raised about the ....

appropriateness of a potentially large federal (_ • •
involvement in private capital formation. Others

have wondered about the wisdom of investing all the Concerns [about the federal portability
fund assets in government securities. The first strategy agency] have also been raised about the
could involve the government in significant corporate appropriateness of a potentially large federal
ownership. The second strategy could result in an
investment policy with no diversification of assets, involvement in private capital formation.

Using Existing Retirement Arrangements • • •

The second option under consideration would use The latest congressional proposal addressing the
existing mechanisms to ensure that pension cash outs pension portability issue, introduced April 8 by
are saved until retirement. For instance, plan sponsors Democratic Reps. Edward Feighan (OH) and Robert
could be required to cash out all distributions of less Matsui (CA), is designed to encourage greater use of
than $3,500 and offer to cash out or roll over all SEPs. One of the provisions of the bill would
accrued benefits in excess of that amount. Some have streamline qualification rules for SEPs, which would
suggested transfers be required; others, that the cash make them more accessable for employers. The
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legislation (H.R. 1992) also includes a rollover obtained, and would place an excise tax on premature
provision to require that employers with defined distributions, consistent with 1986 tax reform
contribution plans offer employees a lump-sum transfer provisions. Each portable plan would be required to
of their benefits to an IRA or a SEP.The bill would provide at least three investment options, one of
increase penalties from 10percent to 20percent for which would have to be backed principally by
early withdrawals of retirement funds, unless such Treasuryobligations.
funds were used formajor medical expenses (not covered
by insurance) in excess of 7.5 percent of the individual's Portability proposals based on the expanded use of
adjusted gross income. Employees would be allowed to existing options would avoid the creation of a new
designate their choices for the destination of pension government program and give individuals the
funds. Amounts in defined benefit and defined maximum freedom to transfer their own pension cash
contribution plans could not be cashed out by an outs, whether to a new employer, a bank-IRA, a
employee unless the total value of pension funds was brokerage-IRA, an insured-IRA, or an annuity. Ifthese
less than $200. The bill retains currenttax law that accounts could also be used to finance retiree health

allows employers to roll over funds into an IRA or insurance or long-term care, they could address
another employee pension plan if total employee multiple policy concerns. Nevertheless, individuals
pension funds are less than $3,500 when the employee would not have the ease of going to a single agency but
changes jobs. Regardless of the value, employees can would have to choose between existing institutions.
roll over their pension funds upon terminating Individual participants would bear a greater degree of
employment, investment risk from good and bad portfolio selections.

_ _ But, multiple options are offered today through IRAs
and many employer-sponsored plans, including the

_ _ Federal ThriftPlan, newly available to federal
employees.

The latest congressional proposal addressing

the pension portability issue is designed to _ Portability Simulations: The Model
encourage greater use of simplified
employee pensions (SEPS). Regardless of which approach is proposed to enhance

portability, the economic consequences of portability
__ ___ _ need to be analyzed. Relatively little information is

available, however, on the actual IRAlosses of
individuals who spend their lump-sum distributions

In addition, several members of Congress have rather than save them. Even the extensive work of
proposed the 'Tension Portability Act of 1987"(S.944, Atkins (1986) could not fully address this issue, since
H.R. 1961, and H.R. 1962). Built on the bipartisan available data did not indicate when the reported
Retirement Universal Security Arrangements Act retirement distribution was received.3 Similarly,
(Retirement USA), introduced in 1985 to expand information cannot be obtained about preretirement
pension coverage (EmployeeBenefitNotes, July 1985), distributions that may have been received and spent
the newest measure would also allow group portability by today's retirees. And, the prevalence of
pension plans. The plans would allow employees to preretirement distributions will certainly increase as a
transfer both after-taxemployee contributions and result of five-year vesting. Consequently, perhaps the
pretax pension plan distributions directly to accounts only way to study the future importance of
maintained by pension asset managers, such as preretirement distributions for future retirement
insurance companies, banks, and mutual funds, income is through the use of a simulation model.

According to supporters of the act, these plans could
offer spousal annuities and other retirement options at
a lower cost than individual plans. The actwould 3 The new May 1988CI_ employee benefit supplement
require that distributions be made in a stream-of- sponsored by EBRIand a number of government
income form (an annuity) unless spousal consent were agencies will correct that deficiency.
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Defined Benefit Plan Dis_ibutions their spouses) are assumed to have selected single-life
annuity benefits and to have rejected the joint and

The simulation model used to evaluate defined benefit survivor benefits.

plan distributions was developed in a series of recent
studies by Clark and McDermed (1986), and by Allen, Workers who have one lifetime job from age 25 to age
Clark, and McDermed (1986). Specific simulations 65 are assumed to receive their defined benefit plan
were run for EBRI by Clark and McDermed (1987). The pension in the form of an annuity. For comparative
following general assumptions are used in the defined purposes, however, all benefits are presented according
benefit plan analysis. Workers are assumed to be first to their lump-sum values. For workers with four jobs
hired on a job with a pension at age 25, and work each over the 40-year simulation period, the last job is
year until age 65. In one work history, the worker assumed to provide a pension, while the benefits from
remains with the same firm for all 40 years. In the three intermediate jobs may be disposed of in three
another, the employee stays with the first employer different ways: The employee can leave the funds in
for 5 years, then moves to a new job that lasts 10 years; the pension plan, accept a cash out and invest the
the third job is also for 10 years and a fourth job lasts funds, or take the funds and spend them for current
15 years. This second alternative is closer to the expenditures.
typical job pattern described by Hall, in which most
employees hold 10 jobs over their lifetimes, with each A study by Allen, Clark and McDermed (1986)
job of longer duration. This is likely to be a more examined the Department of Labor's 1983 Employee
realistic pattern of behavior than employment on a Benefit Survey of Medium and Large Firms and found
single 40-year job. average pension characteristics for various industry,

occupation, and establishment-size groups. The
Lifetime earnings, pension compensation and the value formula that covered the highest proportion of
of pension benefits at age 65 are calculated for four participants for each of the examples selected for the
different types of workers: (1) a female clerical worker simulation was used as the basic formula. 6 For

in the service sector, (2) a female professional worker analytic ease, all workers are assumed to retire at age
in retail trade, (3) a male production worker in 65, the age at which the benefits are calculated. Thus,
manufacturing, (4) and a male professional worker in if the simulations refer to a worker age 25 in 1987,
the financial sector. In each case, nominal wages are benefit values are calculated for that worker at age 65
assumed to grow at a constant 5.5 percent per year, in 2027.
whether or not the employee switches employers.

This assumption reflects an inflation rate of 4 percent,
and real wage growth of 1.5 percent per year. '_ 5 Survivorship is based on the 1981 Life Tables in the

Unites States for whites of each sex (U.S.

Pension wealth is found by determining the expected Department of Commerce, 1984). The results would
present value of a life annuity beginning with have differed somewhat had the model used unisex
retirement and continuing for the remainder of a tables instead.
person's life. This value is discounted back to current
age by an 7.5 percent interest rate factor and a 6 In each of the four cases selected, the proportion of
survivorship factor to arrive at the value of the lump- participants in the industry-occupation-size group
sum distribution. 5 Five-year cliff vesting is assumed covered by the formula ranged from 42 percent for the
for each case. For purposes of comparability, workers female clerical worker to 86 percent for the male
are assumed to be single or, equivalently, they (and professional worker. The mean values of the benefit

formula requirements were determined for all
participants within the group covered by the

4 These assumptions are consistent with those used by particular formula. For earnings-based formulas,
the Social Security Administration in their moderate these values include the percent of average earnings

II.B a_umptons in the report of the Board of per year of service, the length of the averaging
Trustees. period, and any Social Security offset.
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Table 1
Female Clerical Worker in Service Sector, Value of Pension Benefits from Different Plans

under Different Career Paths and Savings Behavior

CurrentValues (1987 $) Future Values (2027$)

Typical Illustrative Typical Illustrative
Benefits From D.B. Plana D.C. Planb D.B. Plana D.C. Planb

One jobbetween
age 25 and 65 $ 25,633 $ 25,626 $123,040 $123,008

Four jobs between
age 25 and 65c

1. Funds stay in plan 25,663 25,626 123,040 123,008

2. Funds distributed
a. funds rolled over

and invested

at 12.5% 38,660 82,630 185,568 396,563
8.5% 26,324 31,547 126,356 151,368
2.5% 19,410 11,899 93,170 57,053

b. not rolled over
or invested--

last plan only 16,035 7,097 76,967 34,006
=

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute simulations, and simulations based on Clark and McDermed (1987).
a Typical defined benefit (D.B.)plan benefits are based on 0.94 percent of career-average salary _er year of service.
b Contribution to illustrative defined contribution (D.C.) plan set at 2.08 percent to equal amount for one-job worker with

defined benefit plan. Interest rate assumed to be 7_ percent unless otherwise specified.
c Between ages 25 and 65, the worker stays with a firstemployer for 5 years and then moves on a the second job, which

lasts 10years; that job is followed by a third 10-year job and a fourth lasting 15 years.

Specific Case Assumptions Female Professional Worker--This simulation is for a
female professional worker employed in the retail

Female Clerical Worker--This simulation is for a trade sector. The woman is assumed to start her first

female clerical worker employed in the service sector, pension covered job at age 25 with annual earnings of
The woman is assumed to start her first pension- $24,000. The plan formula is an earnings-based
covered job at age 25 with annual earnings of $11,000. formula that pays a benefit equal to 1.47 percent per
The plan formula is an earnings-based formula year of service. Average salary is based on the last
integrated with Social Security using the "excess" five years of earnings.
method: The plan pays 0.94 percent of career-average
salary per year of service for earnings below the Social Male Production Worker--This simulation is for a
Security wage base and 1.63 percent per year for male production worker employed in the
earnings in excess of the wage base. 7 manufacturing sector by a firm with 1,000 or more

employees. Benefits are equal to $190.08 per year for
each year of service. The benefit amount per year of

7 Under the assumptions provided for wage growth, service is assumed to be adjusted upward annually at
the woman's average earnings are always below the the same rate as nominal earnings. The man is assumed

Social Security wage base and are subject to the lower to begin his first pension-covered job at age 25 with
benefit formula, earnings of $17,000.
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Table2
Female Professional in Retail Trade, Value of Pension Benefits from Different Plans

under Different Career Paths and Savings Behavior

CurrentValues (1987$) Future Values (2027$)

Typical Illustrative Typical Illustrative
Benefits From D.B. Plana D.C. Planb D.B. Plana D.C. Planb

One job between
age25and65 $ 186,204 $ 106,448 $ 893,780 $ 510,854

Four jobsbetween
age 25 and 65c

1. Funds stay in plan 106,459 106,448 511,022 510,954
a. funds rolled over

and invested

at 12.5% 155,270 345,241 745,296 1,657,155
8.5% 109,034 132,575 523,365 636,361
2.5% 82,798 41,188 397,434 197,704

b. not rolled over
or invested--

last plan only 69,826 30,708 335,168 147,401

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute simulations, and simulations based on Clark and McDermed (1987).
a Typical defined benefit (D.B.)plan benefits based on 1.47 percent of average last 5 years of salary per year of service.
b Contribution to illustrative defined contribution (D.C.) plan set at 4.125 percent to equal amount for a four-job worker

with defined benefit plan. This approach was taken as workers are unlikely to receive a pension based on 40years of
service. Interest rate assumed to be 7.5 percent unless otherwise specified.

c Between ages 25 and 65, the worker stays with a firstemployer for 5 years and then moves on a the second job, which
lasts 10 years; that job is followed by a third 10-year job and a fourth lasting 15years.

Male Professional Worker--This simulation is for a the same as defined benefit plan benefits for the
male professional worker employed in the financial worker with four jobs. The comparison of different
sector. The benefit formula is 1.79 percent of average savings and spending alternatives for the four-job
salary per year of service. Average salary is based on worker is thus straightfoward. Relatively few
earnings for the last five years. The man is assumed to workers are likely to retire with only one job of 40
begin his first pension-covered job at age 25 with an years duration.
annual salary of $30,000.

Defined Contribution Plan Assumptions For the female clerical worker in the service sector,

contributions to the defined contribution plan are set at
The same four worker cases and the same wage growth 2.08 percent of salary. For the female professional in
and inflation assumptions are used to simulate the retail trade, the contribution is set at 4.13 percent of
value of pensions at age 65 stemming from a defined salary. The contribution is assumed to be 2.84 percent
contribution plan. Assets are assumed to grow at a rate of salary for the male production worker in
of 7.5 percent, the cash-out rate for defined benefit manufacturing, and 4.53 percent of salary for the male
plan distributions, unless otherwise specified. Defined professional in the financial sector. These assumptions
contribution plan benefits for the four-job worker are are made for illustrative purposes only.
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Table 3

Male Production Worker in Manufacturing, Value of Pension Benefits from Different Plans
under Different Career Paths and Savinss Behavior

Current Values (1987 $) Future Values (2027$)

Typical Illustrative Typical Illustrative
Benefits From D.B. Plana D.C. Planb D.B. Plana D.C. Planb

One job between
age 25and 65 $ 97,887 $ 52,907 $ 469,858 $ 253,958

Four jobsbetween
abe 25 and 65c

1. Funds stay in plan 52,937 52,907 254,098 253,958

2. Funds distributed
a. funds rolled over

and invested
at 12.5% 73,045 174,500 350,616 837,600

85% 52,330 66,096 251,186 317,258
2_% 40,596 20,234 194,863 97,127

b. not rolled over
or invested--

last plan only 34,794 14,976 167,011 71,884_

Source:Employee Benefit Research Institute simulations, and simulations based on Clark and McDermed (1987).
a Typical defined benefit (D.B.) plan benefits equal to $190per year of service indexed _r wabe g,ro,wth. . .....
b Contribution to illustrative defined contribution (D.C.) plan set at 2.84 percent to equm amount for a _our-}ovworker yarn

defined benefit plan. This approach was taken as workers are unlikely to receive a pension based on 40 years of service.
Interest rateassumed to be 7.5 percent unless otherwise specified.

c Between ages 25 and 65, the worker stays with a firstemployer for 5 years and then moves on a the second job, which
lasts 10years; that job is followed by a third 20-year job and a fourth lasting 15years.

An employer changing from a defined benefit plan to a cash them out and save them, or may cash them out

defined contribution plan would not necessarily select and spend them. Simulations are provided for both a
these contribution rates. Interestingly, the contribution defined contribution plan and a defined benefit plan.
rates parallel the 3 percent mandatory contribution
recommended by the 1981 President's Commission on The benefits from each of the plans reflect the starting

Pension Policy. salary of the worker and the type of plan provided.
Full benefits to the female clerical worker (table 1)

Portability Simulations: The Findings reach a cash value of $25,633 in 1987 dollars, while

Tables 1-4 illustrate the cash value of pension benefits one-job benefits for the male professional (table 4)
available at retirement for four different types of reach a cash value of $254,752, or nearly 10 times the

employees. In the initial case, the employee has only amount for the clerical worker. Benefits for the male
one job between ages 25 and 65 and receives a pension at production worker (table 3) and the female
retirement at age 65. This situation may be contrasted professional (table 2) fall in between. These
to several others in which the employee has four jobs differences are indicative of salary differences and
and may keep past vested benefits in the plan, may target replacement rates for those with high
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Social Security benefits relative to salary (lower-paid reported that employees may lose up to 50 percent of
workers) and those with low Social Security benefits their retirement benefits through job changes. It could
relative to salary (higher-paid workers), just as easily be said that those with only one lifetime

job receive a 50 percent bonus in retirement benefits
Defined Benefit Plans compared to their coworkers who exhibit more usual

job change patterns.
Not surprisingly, for all but clerical workers in the
service sector, the value of a pension from one job The four-job examples provide some unexpected results.
exceeds the value of a pension from four jobs over a 40- For instance, compare the value that an employee can
year pension-covered career. This is not true for the receive from accrued benefits that remain in the plan,
clerical worker because the typical plan is one with compared to those that are cashed out and saved. A
career average earnings; thus, the worker who changes 7.5 percent interest rate is used to cash out the future
jobs does as well as the full-career employee, value of vested benefits. However, the plan also
Nonetheless, few employees are likely to have only reduces the benefits to account for the probability of
one job between ages 25 and 65. It has frequently been

Table 4
Male Professional Worker in Fmancial Sector, Value of Pension Benefits from Different Plans

under Different Career Paths and Savings Behavior

CurrentValues (1987 $) Future Values (2027$)

Typical Illustrative Typical Illustrative
Benefits From D.B. Planl D.C. Planb D.B. Plana D.C. Planb

One job between
age25and 65 $ 254,752 $ 145,644 $ 1,222,761 $ 699,188

Four jobs between
age 25and 6,5c

1. Funds stay in plan 145,644 145,644 699,091 699,188

2. Funds distributed
a. funds rolled over

and invested

at 12.5% 199,545 470,799 957,815 2,259,830
8.5% 143,392 181,303 688,285 870,252
2.5% 111,420 56,495 534,819 271,175

b. not rolled over
or investedm

last plan only 95,528 42,182 458,536 202,476

Source:Employee Benefit Research Institute simulations, and simulations based on Clark and McDermed (1987).
a Typical defined benefit (D.B.) plan benefits based on 1.79 percent of average last five years of salary per year of service.
b Contribution to illustrative defined contribution (D.C.) plan set at 4.,533percent to equal amount for a four-job worker with

defined benefit plan. This approach was taken as workers are unlikely to receive a pension based on 40 years of service.
Interest rate assumedto be 7.5 percent unless otherwise specified.

c Between ages 25 and 65, the worker stays with a first employer for 5 years and then moves on a the second job, which
lasts 10years; that job is followed by a third 10-year joband a fourth lasting 15years.
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participant death before retirement age. When rate. If the return earned by a participant dropped to
benefits are maintained in the plan, the value of assets 2.5 percent, that participant would lose between 15 and
attributable to preretirement deaths can be distributed 20 percent of the value of the pension. Once again, the
to other participants. When the benefit is cashed out, risk of doing substantially worse than the market
the value of the benefit must be adjusted for this would probably affect relatively few individuals. Yet
contingency. As a result, a one-percentage point the adverse outcome from the downside risk can be
increase above the plan interest rate of 7.5 percent viewed as worse than the upside benefits from doing
provides little, if any, improvement in the value of better than the market. Those doing 5 percent worse
future retirement benefits. 8 than the plan cash-out rate would find their income

substantially reduced in retirement and their standard
Some believe that individuals could accrue higher of living severely eroded.
benefits than their defined benefit plan would provide
if they cashed out their benefits and invested them
themselves. A 5-percentage-point increase above the _ O
plan's cash-out rate can increase the value of pension
benefits by an average of approximately40 percent A 5-percentage-point increase above the
compared to the value of benefits received if the funds plan's cash-out rate can increase the value of

remain in the plan. Yet such a sustained increase in pension benefits by an average ofthe return received by an individual investor would be
highly unlikely and might be achieved by only a very approximately 40 percent compared to the
small percentage of workers. Nevertheless, if interest value of benefits received if the funds
rates were to rise across the board, the participant remain in the plan.
would be able to do better financially than the plan's

promise by taking the funds and investing them in the _ O 41_
market. The recent period of high inflation in the
1970s would probably be a case in point.

Any of these circumstances is preferable (for retirement

Conversely, participants could withdraw their income purposes) to taking the vested benefits accrued
benefits and earn less than the 7.5 percent cash-out upon job change and spending them. If all cash outs

were spent instead of saved, the only pension benefits
available would be those of the last job. Compared to

8 In the model, the reduction for preretirement-age leaving the benefits with the plan until retirement,
deaths weighs more heavily on men than women since consumption of cash distributions upon prerelirement
different probabilities of death before age 65 are job change represents a reduction in retirement income
used. In practice, this differential would not occur of approximately 35 percent.
since unisex annuity tables would be used. The interest
rate differential would also be reduced if the plan Comparison with an Illustrative Defined Contribution
provided death benefits to the surviving spouse. The Plan
simulated future pension value received by partici-
pants who cash out their pensions and invest them The illustrative defined contribution plan simulations
at an 8.5 percent rate also assumes that the plan provide benefits for a four-job worker which
participant lives until retirement age. If the essentially mirror, within less than $100, those
participant dies before age 65 after cashing out plan provided by the typical defined benefit plan. The
benefits, survivors are guaranteed a bequest from the percentage contributions used to achieve this benefit

reinvested pension distribution. Whether it is equivalency range from just over 2 percent of salary for
preferable for workers to cash out benefits, in the the female clerical worker in the service sector to just
eventuality of death before retirement, depends on over 4.5 percent of salary for the male professional in
many factors, including the plan's death benefits and the financial sector. Thus, the relative generosity of
how workers evaluate their own life expectancies and each of the defined benefit plans is also placed in
that of their heirs, perspective.
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The illustrative defined contribution plan--in which weighs more heavily on workers cashing out defined
the value of benefits is set equal to those of the defined contribution plans than on those in defined benefit
benefit plan for four-job workers who maintain their plans. In addition, accrued benefits remaining in the
funds within the plan--leads to different future plan may achieve poor investment returns as well. In a
retirement income values than those found for the down market, both the funds remaining in the plan and

typical defined benefit plan. 9 If the investor is those outside the plan are worth less at retirement age
particularly successful, in this case earning 12.5 percent than the value of the accrued benefits held in the
on all investments, the funds available from cashing defined benefit plans. Conversely, in a period of high
out the defined contribution plan would be inflation, the defined contribution plan is likely to
considerably higher than those of the defined benefit provide greater value at retirement.
plan. In fact, those cashing out a defined contribution
plan and receiving a 12.5 percent return on their rolled-
over cash outs will have over twice the asset value at _ __
retirement as an individual receiving a comparable
return from defined benefit plan preretirement
distributions. The investment risk weighs more heavily

on workers cashing out defined contribution

In the case of the female clerical worker, the total plans than on those in defined benefit plans.
value of future retirement income assets reaches

$82,630 for the defined contribution plan, compared to --- _
$38,660 for the defined benefit plan30 Conversely, the
individual with defined contribution plan cash outs - -
will have less than two-thirds of the assets at
retirement as the individual with the defined benefit Save It or Spend It?

plan whose investments do poorly (in this case a 2.5
percent rate of return). For instance, with a poor rate of To this point, the alternatives investigated have been
return on cash outs, the female professional will still between funds remaining in an employer-sponsored
have $82,798 at age 65 under the typical defined pension plan and preretirement distributions that are
benefit plan, compared to $41,188 under the cashed out and transferred to another retirement
illustrative defined contribution plan. arrangement. Yet many individuals receiving lump-

sum distributions in the past have done neither;

Similar patterns hold for the other examples. In all instead, they have spent these distributions. If
cases, the total future cash value of retirement benefits defined benefit plan cash outs are spent, retirement

under defined contribution plans is significantly income would be reduced by 34 to 37 percent for the
higher than the defined benefit plan if the cash outs types of plans investigated here. This means that

benefits for the female clerical worker drop fromare invested at a high rate of return relative to the
market, and significantly lower if the cash outs are $25,663 to $16,035, and those of the male production
invested at a rate that is significantly lower than the worker fall from $52,037 to $34,794.
market rate. In other words, the investment risk

Defined contribution plan benefits fall even more
drastically when cash outs are spent. Benefits drop by
72 percent for a female clerical worker (with a defined

9 The model assumes that current defined contribution contribution plan whose contributions produce a benefit
plans achieve a market rate of return of 7_5percent, equivalent to the typical defined benefit plan

benefits). In dollar terms, this represents a decline
10This pattern arises because the illustrative defined from $25,626 to $7,097. The retirement benefits of a

contribution plan accrues an equal percentage pay at male production worker with the illustrative defined
every age, while the defined benefit plan has contribution plan would be reduced from $52,902 to

greater percentage accruals the closer the individual $14,976 if all preretirement cash outs were spent
is to retirement, rather than saved.
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Table5

Value of Preretirement Cashouts for Workers with Four Jobs
between Ages 25 and 65a under Selected Plans (or Retirement-Savings Loss if Spent)

Constant Values (1987$) Actual Values for Year

Typical Illustrative Typical Illustrative
D.B. Planb D.C. Plane D.B.planb D.C. Planc

Female Clerical

Age cashout received
30years $ 284 $ 1,675 $ 347 $2,043
40years 1,209 3,115 2,176 5,672
50years 2,934 3,629 7,834 9,689

Total value

at age 65 9,598 18,290 46,073 88,942

Female Professional

Age cashout received
30years 970 5,859 1,184 7,148
40years 4,673 13,634 8,411 24,542
50years 11,343 15,701 30,286 41,921

Total value

at age 65 36,633 75,740 175,854 363,553

Male Production

Age cashout received
30years 447 3,169 545 3,866
40years 2,059 6,649 3,706 11,968
50years 5,091 7,657 13,,594 20,444

Total value

at age 65 18,144 37,931 87,087 182,074

Male Professional

Age cashout received
30 years 1,163 7,874 1,419 9,606
40 years 5,653 18,729 10,174 33,712

-50 years 13,978 21,567 37,323 57,585
Total value

at age 65 50,116 103,462 240,555 496,712

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute simulations, and simulations based on Clark and McDermed (1987).
a Between ages 25 and 65, the worker stays with a first employer for 5 years and then moves on to the second job, which last

10 years; that job is followed by a third 10-year job and a fourth lasting 15years.
b Typical defined benefit (D.B.)plan benefits are determined as follows: (1) for female service worker benefits based on 0.94

percent of career-average salary per year of service; (2) for female professional benefits based on 1.47 percent of average last
five years of salary per year of service; (3) for male production worker benefits equal to $190 peryear of service indexed for
wage growth; and (4) for male professional benefits based on 1.79 percent of average last five years of salary per year of service.

¢ Contribution to illustrative defined contribution (D.C.) plans as follows: (1) for female service worker set at 2.08 percent to equal
amount for a four-jobworker with defined benefit plan; (2) for female professional set at 4.13 percent to equal amount for a
four-jobworker with defined benefit plan; (3) for male production worker set at 2.84 percent to equal amount for a four-job
worker with defined benefit plan; and (4) for male professional set at 4.533 percent to equal amount for a four-job worker with
defined benefit plan. This approach was taken as workers are unlikely to receive a pension based on 40 years of service.
Interestrate assumed to be 7.5 percent unless otherwise specified.
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In every case, workers would lose significant future not indexed for inflation, the value of those $3,500
retirement benefits if they spent their preretirement cash outs in nominal dollars would still reach $15,766
pension plan cash outs (table 5). For each of the four in 1987 dollars by the time the person reached age 65.
examples, if benefits were cashed out and spent instead In other words, small cash outs would be worth a
of kept in each of the defined benefit plans, the total sizable percentage of, for instance, the full $25,633
value of the retirement income loss would range from cash value of pension benefits that a female clerical
$9,598 for the female clerical worker to $50,116 for the worker would receive at retirement working on only one
male professional. Benefit losses from the consumption job between ages 25 and 65. It would also represent a
of preretirement distributions would be even greater for significant proportion of the $52,937 benefit (in 1987
defined contribution plans providing comparable dollars) accrued by a male production worker who has
values to the defined benefit plan for the four-job held four jobs between ages 25 and 65.
worker. The retirement income loss for the female

clerical worker would rise to $18,290 by age 65 if all Conclusion
benefits are spent, and to $103,462 for the male
professional.

Recent discussions of pension portability appear to
Many early cash outs are for sums of less than $3,500. have shifted in emphasis from earlier debates. Less
This represents the value of accrued benefits that emphasis is being placed on the comparability of
employers can, at their discretion, distribute to benefits between the retiree who has had one job and
employees who change jobs. For instance, all the cash the retiree who has had many. Many realize that the
outs calculated for the clerical worker example are less one-job employee has become relatively rare. Many
than $3,500. If a hypothetical employee received now advocate portability as a means of actually
distributions of exactly $3,500 (most likely a person encouraging worker mobility in order to achieve a more
with relatively low wages or a discontinuous career) at flexible work force. As a result, more discussion is
each job change, and that sum were indexed for taking place about benefit erosion through
inflation, the total value of those cash outs at age 65 preretirement distributions. For example, this
would be $21,254 in 1987 dollars under a 7.5 percent motivated the 10 percent excise tax placed on
interest assumption (table 6). If the $3,500 figure were preretirement distributions under the Tax Reform Act

Table 6
Value of Preretirement Cashouts for Workers with Four Jobs

between Ages 25 and 65a, Small Amounts Only (or Retirement-Savings Loss if Spent)

Constant Values (1987$) Actual Values for Year

Limits Limits Limits Limits
Indexed Unindexed Indexed Unindexed

Age Cashout Received
30years $ 3,,500 $ 2,877 $ 4,258 $3,500
40 years 3,,500 1,943 6,303 3,500
50 years 3,500 1,313 9,330 3,,500

Total value

at age 65b 21,254 15,766 102,040 75,691

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute simulations.

a Duration of job not determined. Benefits n_ceived as lump-sum distributions at ages 30, 40, and 50.
b Interestrateassumedtobe7.5percent.
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of 1986 (EBRI Issue Br/ef59, October 1986). We now Benefit Notes, September 1986). Defined contribution
know that the majority of preretirement distributions plans are likely to provide lump-sum cash outs upon job
are spent for current consumption rather than saved for change as a normal form of benefit distribution.
retirement. In terms of the taxonomy of portability,
discussion has broadened from portability of credited Earlier work has shown that today's retirees have
service to the portability of current cash values, income that is roughly equivalent to the rest of the

population and that pension recipiency is likely to
increase in the future (EBRI Issue Brief, 1987). The

_I, • • simulations provided in this Issue Br/efsuggest that if
cash outs are not reinvested, benefit losses at

Many now advocate portability as a means of retirementcan be substantial.Yetpolicies toenhance
actually encouraging worker mobility in portability would place constraints on participants in

terms of their ability to use their preretirement
order to achieve a more flexible work force, distributions at their own discretion. The recent 10

As a result, more discussion is taking place percent penalty tax on preretirementdistributionsthat
about benefit erosion through preretirement are not rolled over into a new employer plan or an IRA
distributions, suggests that Congress is indeed willing to limit that

freedom to some extent, although others might argue

41, • • that the 10 percent tax actually approximates thetaxation of investment income that accrued tax free

within the fund. Another important cost of restricting
most non-retirement uses of lump-sum distributions

The simulations presented above suggest that the would be the loss in current tax revenues from
value of retirement income benefits could be reduced

distributions that are currently spent on consumption
substantially through poor investment performance of items (or invested in anything;but another retirement
lump-sum cash outs. The simulations also show that arrangement). These costs have not yet been
there are different risks for those covered by defined calculated.
benefit and defined contribution plans. Defined
contribution plans probably reduce the inflation risk
for future pension values. Defined benefit plans
probably provide better protection against bad _lk _
investment decisions. Most striking, however, is the

fact that future retirement income may be cut by more Future retirement income may be cut by
than two-thirds if preretirement distributions are not more than two-thirds if preretirement
saved at all. distributions are not saved at all.

It must be stressed, however, that these simulations
are only case studies and do not reflect the complex job "_ _I_ •
change behavior of workers over a lifetime. Some
individuals will have fewer jobs and some more. Some
will go from defined contribution to defined benefit If greater pension portability is perceived to be a
plans, while others may work on some jobs with worthy goal, a number of routes can be used to achieve
pensions and some without. And, not all individuals that end. Discussion is currently focused on two
spend a full 40 years between ages 25 and 65 in the alternatives. One, the portability clearinghouse, is a
work force. Finally, many workers retire before age 65. centralized system. That alternative trades

potentially lower administrative costs for increased

Nonetheless, growth in the number of defined government bureaucracy and regulation. The second
contribution plans has been well-documented, in- alternative, which uses existing institutions, is a
creasing from 272,000 in 1974 to 586,000 in 1986. This decentralized system. That alternative trades
growth is expected to continue in the future (Employee potentially higher administrative costs for greater
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